
CHECK POSE

POWERED BY

AI based algorithm capable of detecting the main joints of the human body 

and setting personalized alarms. joints of the human body and set  

ustomized alarms.

www.ffvideosistemas.com



CHECK POSE
Service developed by F.F. Videosistemas integrated in Geutebruck recorders, 

which uses the video from the recorder, processes it through a deep neural 

network to detect people and estimate the main key points of the body, joins 

them and generates a figure of the human body.

This development allows customized alarms to be set by selecting the pose that 

will trigger the event.

The tool is useful in 

environments susceptible to 

environments, as it is capable 

of detecting detect the "hands 

up" pose hands up" pose, 

sending an alarm alarm in real 

time.

Another useful application is in 

work environments that require 

effective compliance with 

occupational risk prevention (ORP) 

regulations, in particular those 

related to posture, generating an 

event every time the worker 

performs an incorrect posture, for 

example when lifting weights.*

*Consult other features under study



HANDS UP

PRL

The system estimates the 

key points of the body 

generating a figure with 

the union of these

When it detects the 

preset pose preset pose, 

it sends the the event to 

the recorder

The system sends an alarm 

alarm when the defined 

the defined time elapses

The system estimates the 

key points of the body by 

generating a figure with 

their union

If the person crouches 

with the correct position, 

it does not recognize it 

as an event

When the person bends 

with an incorrect pose, an 

alarm event is generated
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AI | CCTV | LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS

F.F.Videosistemas has been providing for more than 30 years solutions 

to the demands of the world of video security through the use of the 

most advanced systems and their integration with third-party 

systems.

Currently we are committed to a strong investment in R & D to be at 

the forefront of the sector with new market solutions, oriented to the 

world of IoT.

SMART SOLUTIONS FOR A SMART WORLD


